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You Said, We Listened, We Did
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The problem which is having an affect on the ward is fly-tipping. We
published good practice to deter the tippers and council contact
numbers on social media. We subsequently received information
which included a vehicle registration number. We have passed this
information to Lewisham Council Enforcement and await their
decision to prosecute
We have completed plain clothes operations to areas suffering motor
vehicle crime and following stop and searches have made an arrest of
a young male known for stealing from cars who had removed his tag
and several arrests for possession of cannabis. We have also
processed drivers and seized their vehicles for driving without
insurance. These operations put doubts in the minds of offenders and
deny them the freedom of the road.
We set up a crime prevention day at Halfords offering advice, free
anti tamper screws and bike marking which was well received and
hopefully prevented thefts. We are liaising with safer transport
officers to offer this service in future
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Officers from Catford South executed a drugs warrant at Broadfield
Road which resulted in the recovery of cannabis.
We also responded to an incident near to the ward where during
disorder a known gang member has produced a large knife with intent
to stab other males. We chased and detained the male nearby and
subsequently arrested him for possession of an offensive weapon

Crime prevention advice
Don’t forget to cancel deliveries when you go on holiday and have
someone clear your mail. Consider fitting timing devices to your lights
and radio to give the impression you are residing
PLEASE CONTACT US IF YOU WOULD LIKE ADVICE

